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Chair. – We shall now start our meeting, beginning with the adoption of our agenda. The
agenda is adopted.
I now welcome the European Central Bank President, Mario Draghi, to the second monetary
dialogue of the year. The previous one, as you will remember, took place on 6 February. The
one today will also be followed by a hearing with Mario Draghi in his capacity as Chair of the
European Systemic Risk Board (ESRB).
As we all know, since the last monetary dialogue the ECB monetary stance has remained
unchanged, including in relation to non-standard monetary policy measures. As we all know,
the Governing Council has confirmed that those measures are intended to run until the end of
the year, or beyond if necessary, and in any case until a sustained adjustment of the path of
inflation takes place. The Governing Council also stands ready for an increase if the outlook
becomes less favourable. So, with this decision, the ECB has confirmed that it will not let the
moderate but firm recovery of the euro area economy be put at risk and that it is equipped
with the necessary ammunition to respond to any economic, political or geopolitical
contingency.
Until now, the ECB’s unconventional monetary policy has played a crucial role in repairing
monetary policy transmission channels and in supporting domestic demand, and has
decisively helped deleveraging across the euro area, in both the private and public sectors. We
are already seeing the results of this policy, which should in due course lead to inflation
evolving towards the ECB inflation target.
President Draghi will present the ECB perspective on economic and monetary developments
and discuss the consequences of Brexit for euro area financial stability. The discussion with
members will also cover two topics selected by the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs (ECON) coordinators in preparation for this monetary dialogue, namely the issue of
financial innovation and the implication for monetary policy, and the question of whether the
raising of long-term interest rates did or did not overshoot.
We have done some preparatory work on these two items with the contribution of
distinguished scholars, as usual, and as regards the second topic, the papers outlined that the
observed rise since August 2016 of the long-term interest rate is attributable, on the one hand,
to the increase in US long-term interest rates after the reversal in the Fed’s monetary stance,
and, on the other hand, to political tensions across Europe, which generated higher perceived
political risk.
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While the former factor might continue to drag the euro area interest up, the second might
recede with the result of the next elections and the one we just had. Moreover, one of the
papers outlined that pulling the plug on QE too soon might undo some of the benefits of QE
in the periphery countries and might lead to increases in refinancing costs for Member States
with little or no fiscal space. So we have a lot of interesting topics to discuss and we have a lot
of expectations as to your presentation, President Draghi. I give you floor.
1-004-0000

Mario Draghi, President of the European Central Bank. – Chair, honourable members of the
Economic and Monetary Affairs Committee, ladies and gentlemen, it is a pleasure to be back
speaking to your Committee for the second regular hearing of this year. I am also pleased that
you have chosen as the topic for today’s hearing the role of financial innovation. This is only
one element in the broader process of innovation which is taking place in the economy. But it
is a decisive one, given the essential role played by financial markets in resource allocation.
Before addressing this topic, let me first review the economic outlook and discuss the
monetary policy stance. The economic upswing is becoming increasingly solid and continues
to broaden across sectors and countries. Real GDP in the euro area has expanded for 16
consecutive quarters, growing by 1.7% year-on-year during the first quarter of 2017.
Unemployment has fallen to its lowest level since 2009. Consumer and business sentiment
has risen to a six-year high, supporting expectations of a further strengthening of growth in
the coming months.
Downside risks to the growth outlook are further diminishing, and some of the tail risks we
were facing at the end of last year have receded measurably. The fact that domestic
consumption and investment are the main engines driving the recovery makes it more robust
and resilient to downside risks, which relate predominantly to global factors.
Despite a firmer recovery, and looking through the volatile readings in HICP inflation over
recent months, underlying inflation pressures have remained subdued. Domestic cost
pressures, notably from wages, are still insufficient to support a durable and self-sustaining
convergence of inflation towards our medium-term objective. For domestic price pressures to
strengthen, we still need very accommodative financing conditions, which are themselves
dependent on a fairly substantial amount of monetary accommodation.
At its June monetary policy meeting the Governing Council will receive an update of the staff
projections and a more complete information set, on which it will be able to formulate its
judgement on the distribution of risks around the most likely outlook for growth and inflation.
Overall, we remain firmly convinced that an extraordinary amount of monetary policy
support, including through our forward guidance, is still necessary for the present level of
under-utilised resources to be re-absorbed and for inflation to return to and durably stabilise
around levels close to 2% within a meaningful medium-term horizon.
You asked me to discuss with you today the dynamics of long-term interest rates. Over the
past few decades, long-term bond yields have been trending down in both nominal and real
terms. While lower nominal rates reflect monetary policy, among other factors, the decline in
real yields has been driven by structural factors. These factors include, notably, rising net
savings as ageing populations plan for retirement, relatively less public capital expenditure in
a context of high public indebtedness, and a slowdown in productivity growth. If long-term
real interest rates are to rise again to sustainably higher levels, it is those underlying causes
that need to be addressed. And this requires structural action at national and European level.
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Our monetary policy, for its part, has been instrumental in addressing the cyclical component
of the balance between the supply of savings and investment demands, and its price stability
implications. By supporting nominal incomes, our monetary policy measures stimulate
investment and consumption, which are preconditions for inflation to climb back to levels
below, but close to, 2%. And a more dynamic economy, over time, will favour a healthy
return to higher policy interest rates.
I shall now move to the relevance of financial innovation. The relationship between savings
and investment leads me to the topic you have chosen for today’s hearing. Greater financial
efficiency in the euro area is crucial in improving the allocation of capital and ensuring it is
put to productive use. Innovation in financial instruments, services and infrastructure, as well
as changes in the organisation of financial markets, can play a useful role in this respect.
Financial innovation is a continuous process. Innovations have constantly arisen in the past.
Past examples of innovation include the introduction of secured debt and of preferred stock,
which were developed to align incentives between parties and address information
asymmetries. Some innovations of the past were instead introduced to minimise transaction
costs, and they have become part of our everyday lives – for example, take credit cards or
ATMs.
Today, FinTech – the application of new technologies to banking and financial services – is a
potentially transformative force. We are closely monitoring its development for several
reasons: to better understand its impact, to assess the risks and to adjust the regulatory
environment and supervisory approaches where needed; and also to adapt as an institution and
support innovation where justified.
Let me now give you some concrete examples of why FinTech is directly relevant to our
tasks. A deep knowledge of the channels through which monetary policy affects the economy
is of crucial importance for us. As FinTech, and financial innovation more broadly, have the
potential to impact on the way the economy is financed, in the future they may affect the
transmission mechanism of monetary policy and ultimately financing conditions. As the
central bank for the euro area, we thus remain vigilant and make sure that changes in the
financial landscape are closely tracked.
As the central bank of issue for the euro, the ECB and the Eurosystem also have a statutory
interest in the safety and efficiency of payment systems and market infrastructures. One of the
most active fields of FinTech innovation which might affect the processing of payments and
securities is that of distributed ledger technologies (DLTs), such as the blockchain. Given the
rapid pace of development in this field, there is a need to constantly monitor and assess
potential new or more pronounced risks resulting from the application of new technologies
such as DLTs to payment, clearing and settlement infrastructures, in particular.
One such possible risk is an increase in market fragmentation if different DLT approaches
were to become firmly established in parallel in different Member States. Moreover, the
Eurosystem oversight framework has to remain effective if we are to discharge our
responsibility in this new environment. And the Eurosystem will, of course, continue to act in
accordance with its mandate to promote the smooth operation of payment systems.
FinTech also gives the financial sector, more generally, a chance to provide more efficient
and effective services to households and companies. FinTech can, for instance, make it easier
for banks to adjust their business models, cut costs and exploit new business opportunities.
FinTech companies can also complement the lending capacity of banks by acting as an
additional channel for accessing credit, for instance through peer-to-peer lending platforms.
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This may in turn help to reduce the macroeconomic fallout from disruptions in the provision
of bank credit to households and firms, including smaller ones.
At the same time, the increasing relevance of non-banks and digital innovation in the
provision of financial services may also harbour new risks. It is, for instance, essential to
assess and adapt the prudential framework to cater for the increased role of non-banks and
financial innovation, ensure the existence of a level playing field for both new and existing
players and provide supervisors with adequate tools to address new risks. To this end, we are
actively involved in ongoing work at both European and international levels.
Furthermore, risks stemming from the use of new technologies need to be carefully managed,
particularly in the context of heightened cybersecurity concerns. Cyber risk has long been a
priority for national and European supervisory authorities. Since day one, the ECB Banking
Supervision has also addressed the issue from various angles. As financial market
infrastructure overseer, we also need to ensure that individual systems, as well as the network
as a whole, are operationally resilient to cybercrime.
While we are closely monitoring potential risks from FinTech, we also contribute to financial
innovation by acting as operators. The Target2-Securities (T2S) platform that went live in
June 2015 is now a cornerstone of the capital markets union project and has given a strong
impetus to promoting and creating harmonised, integrated and efficient euro payments and
securities post-trade services.
The ECB is also acting as a catalyst in the creation of a truly single European market for
payments and securities. Financial integration and financial development are distinct, but
interrelated concepts. Therefore, in designing the necessary institutional and regulatory
frameworks we need to make sure that financial integration and financial development
reinforce each other, thus improving the performance of the financial system. This is why EU
legislators have an important role to play. A Europe-wide harmonised and principles-based
framework to regulate FinTech, in the context of the capital markets union agenda, would
indeed help to create a level playing field from the outset. This would in turn foster crossborder investment and expansion.
So, as you can see, FinTech has the potential to improve efficiency in the financial sector,
create better products and push prices down for consumers. But it has other dimensions too, in
the shape of potential risks and new regulatory questions. It is in all our interests to rise to this
challenge. As FinTech involves the entire financial sector, different regulatory responses are
likely to be needed. Depending on the nature of the FinTech activity, those responses may
need to encompass prudential, consumer protection and other regulation – but, at the same
time, they should not hamper healthy developments.
Allow me to conclude. The euro area economic outlook is improving and downside risks are
moderating. However, these positive signs should not distract from the need for firmer and
higher structural economic growth. In this context, higher productivity growth is needed. And
that productivity growth requires innovation. Structural reforms are essential to create a
business environment that is conducive to innovation and a regulatory environment that
adapts accordingly. Both national and European level initiatives can contribute to this effort.
If we want to make sure that our Economic and Monetary Union (EMU) thrives, we need to
upgrade the institutional framework. This means that we should be ready to foster innovation
wherever necessary, including in the functioning of EMU. In that spirit, I look forward to the
debate that will be opened up by the upcoming European Commission reflection paper on
deepening the Economic and Monetary Union. Thank you for your attention, and I am now
available for questions.
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1-005-0000

Chair. – President Draghi, thank you for your very rich introductory statement. In particular,
we appreciate the in-depth analysis on FinTech and financial innovation. This Committee has
also recently adopted a report on this topic, and I think that our assessments are pretty much
in line.
We start now with our questions and answers. The first speaker is Mr Brian Hayes.
1-006-0000

Brian Hayes (PPE). – Thank you, President Draghi, and welcome back to the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs. It is very good and encouraging to hear your remarks on
FinTech, which, as our Chair said, recently went through the European Parliament. You
outlined the risks and opportunities of FinTech, which I think we all welcome, and I am sure
that other colleagues will ask you questions on that subject.
I have two questions. The first is a Brexit-related question about banks relocating from the
UK to the eurozone. As you know, the ECB, in cooperation with national regulators, takes the
final decision to grant banking licences to those who want to establish themselves within the
euro area, so you have a key role in that. Given the remarks that have been made by your
colleague, Daniel Noyer, and the remarks by ESMA and EIOPA about a potential regulatory
race to the bottom if supervisors in the eurozone failed to create a level playing field, what
can the ECB do to make sure that there will be a level playing field when it comes to deciding
on the eurozone Member States to which some of those banks might move? What is the ECB
doing on that point? I think that this is an important question.
My second question is an Irish-specific one. As you know from our banking crisis, one of our
banks, Allied Irish Bank (AIB), is in total public ownership. It is one of the 125 systemically
important banks under ECB operations. You are aware that the Irish Government wants a
partial sale of AIB. I have two questions for you. Firstly, do you think that now is the time for
a partial sale? Secondly, could you, through this committee, tell the Irish people what, in your
view, would be the long-term benefits both as regards a better and more stable banking
environment for the Irish people and as regards the future stability of the banking system in
Ireland?
1-007-0000

Mario Draghi, President of the European Central Bank. – On your first question, the ECB is
of course preparing internally for all the possible implications of the withdrawal process of
relevance, across a wide range of ECB stats. This also applies to supervisory aspects.
Banks are preparing for the UK’s withdrawal from the European Union and planning the
necessary steps. We are in touch with all of them and are following this process closely, but of
course – as you pointed out – it is not only up to us, but also up to the national competent
authorities to follow this.
We stand ready to support banks in reorganising their activities in the euro area. It is very
important that these banks undertake all the necessary preparations in a timely manner. So the
first thing is to be timely. By the way, we will perhaps have a chance to discuss this in the
context of different questions, but many of the risks that people see in the Brexit process have
to do with the way this process is managed. Inherently, if it is well managed, many of these
risks will never materialise. However, management has several actors, one of which is the
banks themselves, so they have to start preparation in good time.
We have got to ensure that all banks that operate in the euro area meet the standards of the
European banking supervision, so it is important that neither the safety nor the soundness of
the banking system are worse after the process. However, as you pointed out, there is actually
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the risk of supervisory fragmentation and supervisory gaps that the SSM currently cannot
address. Banks might choose to set up broker deals or third-country branches, both of which
would not be supervised at European level. Here you, as legislators, would need to act to
ensure that similar risks are treated similarly, with regulatory arbitrage to be avoided. So the
role of the European Parliament is very important in this process.
On your second question, first of all, let me say that it is entirely up to the Irish Government
to determine the appropriate timing of a return of part of the government stake in AIB to the
private market. More generally, it is quite desirable to transfer the risks of equity holdings in
banks from the taxpayer to the private sector. I would like to note that the process of repairing
the balance sheets of Irish banks has advanced significantly since the crisis, so great progress
has been made there.
1-008-0000

Chair. – Thank you for raising the issue of broker deals and the risk of a race to the bottom.
We are, of course, aware of that and look forward to strong cooperation between all the
relevant actors, including national competent authorities, in order to address this risk
positively.
1-009-0000

Pervenche Berès (S&D). – I do not know if it is a good example to follow, but I am going to
imitate the PPE by asking two questions, Mr President.
The first is this: you are one of the authors of the Five Presidents’ Report, and that is clearly a
report which could become more topical again. You had, incidentally, indicated that, with
regard to the functioning of Economic and Monetary Union, the institutional question would
have to be raised at one time or another. Here and there, we are seeing partial ideas emerge,
particularly that of transforming the European Stability Mechanism into a European monetary
fund, which would not be an EU fund but instead would be subject to an intergovernmental
approach. Do you think that, in the spirit of the Five Presidents’ Report, that would be the
right approach to enable Economic and Monetary Union to function properly, including as
regards its balance between a highly integrated monetary policy and a budgetary policy
which, so far, remains a matter for Member States?
My second question concerns the Central Bank’s future abandonment of the current monetary
policy, because you are committed until the end of the year and because here and there we
have seen differences of opinion as to how to communicate what you will do after the end of
the year, particularly in the light of wage trends. In Berlin last week, what we heard rather
was the idea that, as early as June, there were certain indications relating to wages which
suggested that there might be a prospect of abandonment of the current monetary policy.
Can you tell us a little more about that now?
1-010-0000

Mario Draghi, President of the European Central Bank. – I agree with you – even though I
should not say so as I am one of the authors – that the Five Presidents’ Report remains a first
attempt to have a blueprint for further progress in the future. As such, as you know, it
considers two different horizons: firstly, what to do in the short term and, secondly, what to
do in the longer term.
The change in the purposes of the ESM are part of something that is probably more for the
longer term, to the extent that they require changes in the Treaty. In any event, let me say that
it is way too early to say anything precise in this matter and that we will have to have further
study. But what is important here is that we do not have a piecemeal approach and that we are
able collectively to define a path that we want to follow. This path will necessarily drive us to
a convergence that is more and more based on institution building and is less rules-only, as it
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is today. It is very important that we have an all-encompassing path and not a piecemeal
approach to the creation of institutions.
The second point concerns our monetary policy. As you know, next week we will have a
Governing Council meeting on monetary policy and by then the Governing Council will have
the new staff projections. As I said in my introductory statement, what we have seen so far is
that the growth outlook is improving – and will continue to improve – and the recovery is
solid, because it is more and more based on consumption and not on exports and is broad,
because it now goes across various countries and sectors. One thing that we always refer to as
far as the broadening of the recovery is concerned is a dispersion index of the growth in value
added across different countries. The less dispersed this index, the broader the recovery. What
we are seeing now is that the value of this index today is at the same level as it was in 1997,
so way before the crisis. This seems to say that basically many of the problems that we had
with the crisis – like financial fragmentation, the problems with our monetary policy
transmission and the very uneven growth across different members of the eurozone – have
now been overcome and are behind us.
At the same time, when we turn to inflation, we see that underlying inflation is still subdued.
Although headline inflation has gone up to 1.9%, this was mostly due to changes in energy
prices and, as energy prices decline, we expect that headline inflation will also decline. But
underlying inflation, excluding food and energy, has actually been subdued. One of the
reasons for this – as I have said several times – is that wage growth is still subdued. Although
we are starting to observe the beginning of some growth in various parts of the euro area and
some growth in producers’ prices as well, it still very early to make us think that we are going
change the monetary policy stance. In other words, the projections that we have had so far
were predicated on us maintaining the extraordinary support monetary policy accommodation
that is in place.
1-012-0000

Νotis Marias (ECR). – Mr Draghi, when and under what conditions will the European
Central Bank decide to include Greece in the quantitative easing programme (QE) so that the
Eurosystem can start buying Greek government bonds under the PSPP programme?
- Secondly, in 2015 and 2016 the Bank of Greece spent EUR 42.5 billion as part of ‘QE’ to
buy bonds of international, supranational organisations. Under what conditions could the
Bank of Greece buy corporate bonds of Greek companies and bonds of Greek banks as part of
the CBPP3 programme, thereby supporting growth in Greece and the creation of new jobs?
Furthermore, Mr President, I would like to make the following suggestion on how to pursue
monetary policy in the eurozone, a proposal I tabled in the plenary sitting of the European
Parliament in Strasbourg on 17 May: Could the European System of Central Banks become
more flexible and decentralised so that the national central bank of each eurozone Member
State can pursue a monetary policy tailored to the needs of its own economy by using as tools
a series of non-conventional monetary policy measures such as quantitative easing, up to that
central bank’s share of the capital of the ECB and depending on amount on the current
Eurosystem balance sheet? Does this mean in practice for Greece that the Bank of Greece
could use QE to pursue a monetary policy tailored to the needs of the Greek economy,
creating money, up to EUR 70 billion, i.e. the Bank of Greece’s 2% share of the capital of the
ECB, given that the Eurosystem's balance sheet is EUR 3.5 trillion at the moment?
1-013-0000

Mario Draghi, President of the European Central Bank. – The answer to your first question
is that, first of all, what is needed is a positive conclusion to the current negotiations. From
that viewpoint, we certainly welcome the staff-level agreement that has been reached, but are
disappointed that the last Eurogroup failed to produce a clearer definition of the debt
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measures. Then we will have the Debt Sustainably Assessment of the other institutions, but
the ECB and the Governing Council, acting in complete independence, will have to carry out
their own debt sustainability assessment. This will need to show that the debt is sustainable
even in adverse scenarios, and we will also take a decision based on risk management
considerations, as we have repeatedly said. So first let us have a full agreement and find debt
measures that will make the debt sustainable over time.
On your second proposal, if we were to have 19 central banks with 19 different monetary
policies, we would naturally end up having 19 currencies. The basis of having one currency is
to have one monetary policy. All our objectives are defined as objectives for the whole of the
euro area and not objectives for a single country. For example, when we talk about inflation,
we are talking about inflation for the euro area as a whole and not inflation for one country as
opposed to another country.
1-014-0000

Νotis Marias (ECR). – Mr President, my proposal was specific. I asked you about the Bank
of Greece. The Bank of Greece has spent EUR 42.5 billion under ‘QE’. The question is under
what conditions the Bank of Greece can buy corporate bonds of Greek companies and bonds
of Greek banks under ‘QE’.
1-015-0000

Mario Draghi, President of the European Central Bank. – If and when QE is extended to
Greece, Greek companies will certainly be eligible to take part in the Corporate Bond
Purchase Programme, provided they satisfy the eligibility criteria that have been set for
companies to be part of this programme.
1-016-0000

Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE). – I have a question regarding transparency. Since
June 2016, the European Central Bank has purchased more than EUR 75 billion worth of
bonds from private corporations under its Corporate Sector Purchase Programme. I have
always had doubts about this programme. I am afraid we are distorting competition among
eurozone enterprises. Moreover, the lack of transparency makes it even worse. At least in
Germany we have a best practice of the Bundesbank, publishing the names of the companies,
but this is not the case for some central banks in the south of the eurozone. So not only is it
very difficult to know which companies are being purchased, but the volumes are not
published in an adequate way. This is why, together with so many MEPs from this
Committee, we have asked the ECB for clarification of this programme through the written
questions that we sent you two weeks ago. In our opinion, this lack of transparency at national
central bank level is harming the ECB, and this is a pity, as the ECB has made great strides
towards more transparency. For instance, the publication of the minutes of the Governing
Council or the publication of the Target-2 balances that I myself have been defending for
years in this House has shown that the more transparency there is, the stronger the ECB
becomes before the public. So my question is: is the ECB going to put up guidelines to ensure
more transparency at national central bank level in the CSPP?
1-017-0000

Mario Draghi, President of the European Central Bank. – While you will of course get a
written answer to your question (as there was a written question), let me say just a few things
at this stage.
We have six national central banks that are part of this programme and they do publish a list
of CSPP holdings available for securities lending. Interested market participants can obtain
the necessary information by looking at the data published by the NCBs with market data
providers and also on the ECB’s website. An online database search can be performed for
each of these and, among other information, the search will also return the bond’s issuer and
its residence. Each purchasing national central bank has discretion to decide whether it will
publish any additional information in addition to the bonds’ ISINs on its website. So it is not
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so much in our hands but in the hands of national central banks. But we are of the view that
the information provided by the NCBs is sufficient, and we see no reason to try to centralise
the publication, which right now is completely in the hands of the national central banks. You
will get further responses in our written response.
1-018-0000

Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE). – President Draghi, without enough transparency, I
think there is a danger that monetary policy may be misused by certain central banks to feed
crony capitalism. For instance, the main important newspaper in Spain, Expansión, published
rumours that only three big companies in Spain had received more than 50% of all the
purchases made in Spain. So I think that we should have this information, concentrated at
ECB level, from all national central banks, because if not, we are doing business as usual, and
it is very difficult for us to justify this before our electorate. Where is the market discipline in
the sense that we are feeding companies that are not viable in the markets?
1-019-0000

Mario Draghi, President of the European Central Bank. – Let me assure you that the
companies are chosen on the basis of risk eligibility criteria and that there is no intention to
favour one company or another. There are certain guidelines, and of course there are volumes
that are decided by the purchasing banks, together with the ECB. But we are not going to
disclose the guidelines or the volumes because that would simply foster activity by market
participants, which could actually hamper the achievement of our objectives.
1-020-0000

Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE). – When will this programme finish?
1-021-0000

Mario Draghi, President of the European Central Bank. – It is not foreseen. It is just part of
the ongoing programme. As I said before, it is part of our monetary policy stance, so it will be
decided by the Governing Council.
1-022-0000

Miguel Urbán Crespo (GUE/NGL). – Mr Draghi, the banking bailout is still a hot topic
among politicians and the judiciary in Spain. As you know, the consulting firm Deloitte has
been fined for its role in auditing Bankia prior to the bailout, and it has been shown that it
submitted a report containing 12 manifest errors that masked the real losses that Bankia had
made before it was floated on the stock exchange.
In the past few weeks, a judge has decided to prosecute one of the partners at Deloitte in
relation to the floatation, as well as maintaining that the firm bears civil liability in the case.
Prosecuting Deloitte could lead to the firm being barred from auditing.
It has also emerged that, when he was Chairman of Bankia, Rodrigo Rato gave contracts to
the accounting firm Lezar, at the same time as he is alleged to have been being paid by that
company via an external account. Unfortunately, such things have occurred repeatedly during
the banking bailouts in Spain, and we have seen time and again the way in which the big four
accounting firms have profited from the big business that bailouts bring them – as the
Transnational Institute highlighted in a recent report.
And what is more the ECB continues to turn to the big four for its stress-tests, that are
certainly not always very reliable, as we saw recently in the case involving the Banco Popular.
It is our view that all of this is leaving Europe’s financial system in a very risky situation. So
we would like to ask you this: what steps can the ECB take, as a supervisory authority, to put
an end to the oligopoly here and to prevent allegedly fraudulent actions from happening
again? Secondly, have you looked at the possibility of advocating the establishment of an
independent public audit office that would put an end to reliance on the private sector and the
current oligopoly?
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1-023-0000

Mario Draghi, President of the European Central Bank. – I will not, of course, comment on
specific institutions. I am going to give you a written reply because at the present time it is not
clear to me who actually chooses the auditors, what is the process for choosing them, and
whether it is the ECB – the SSM part of the ECB, the supervision part of the ECB – or DG
COMP or both. That is something that I will be able to explain better in a written answer. The
proposal to have an independent public auditor is something that we are certainly thinking
about, but at the moment I do not have a view on the matter.
1-024-0000

Philippe Lamberts (Verts/ALE). – I have two questions and will try to be very quick. On
the eurozone, the new situation in France may of course offer possibilities. I would like to ask
you to put the idea of a eurozone budget with corresponding borrowing capacity into one of
three baskets, a must-have, a nice-to-have, or something that we should not have, taking into
account the aim of guaranteeing the sustainability of the common currency.
The second question concerns labour market reforms. The kind of reforms that you have been
advocating are intended to make the labour market more flexible, pretty much in line with
reforms carried out in Germany under a Red-Green government in the early noughties. What
we see is that when employment goes up, it is usually in such a way that most new jobs are
part-time jobs and not open-ended jobs. I would not say that they are all shitty jobs, but they
tend to be of poor quality.
What interests me is not the unemployment rate, but the employment rate. The employment
rate, expressed as a full-time equivalent, which is at its highest at 75% in Sweden, is only
68% in Germany, 63% in Belgium, and 55% in Italy. When you look at the labour market
dynamics from that metric, you cannot imagine any kind of growth rate that would bring us
anywhere close to full employment. So maybe the kind of structural reforms we need for the
labour market policy – and I would link that to fiscal reforms and social security reforms – are
not exactly the ones that you would advocate. I would like to have your thoughts on that.
1-025-0000

Mario Draghi, President of the European Central Bank. – On your first point, now is the
time for reflection, for thinking about the future, and to outline what the future will be in a
way that is more defined, clearer and with a longer-term perspective than has been done
before. It is now time to think about whether our rules-based convergence framework can be
improved.
The experience of the last few years tells us that economic and monetary union has actually
resisted the crisis, but has gone very close to very critical situations. Therefore it is natural to
think about a construct that has been threatened in such a serious way less frequently than we
have done in the past. So from this point of view, economic and monetary union remains
fragile and needs to be completed. We know that part of its fragility depends on the fact that it
has not yet been completed so we have to move forward. We have to move forward on
different plans. There are many things that we can do quite quickly or in a relatively short
time. There are other things that we may want to start working towards. For example, it is
very important that we start thinking without fear of changing the Treaties, if necessary. To
already be taking a decision like this, namely to start thinking without being bound by the
existing Treaties, is a big step forward.
We have said several times that some fiscal capacity – let us call it that – was an important
way to complete our Union for a variety of reasons, one of them being that the Union would
become much more solid in resisting shocks that hit different parts of the Union in different
ways, and also because any union has a federal budget. What we have to look at is how to get
there. Here the answers continue to be what we have said in the past, namely that to move
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there first of all you need trust between countries and you need convergence. In other words, a
union that is too heterogeneous will be inherently fragile. So, in order to move to greater
convergence, we first need to finish doing what has been planned, and what has been done up
to now has to be completed. But convergence in policies is also very important. Convergence
around serious structural reforms, serious economic and fiscal policies and completing the
banking union is all part and parcel of the convergence process.
Let me come to the second point, liberal market reforms. First of all, what you say is
absolutely true, namely that while the increase in employment, is very significant – let us not
forget that five million jobs have been created in the last three or four years, many more than
were created before the crisis, which is the positive news – it is also true that some of this job
creation is not of good quality. Let me also say that, by and large, most Member States of the
European Union have undertaken reforms of their labour markets in order to make them more
flexible. But now another set of reforms has to be undertaken, namely to create a situation
where the newly employed also have the skills to have long-lasting employment. In order to
have the skills, that is where some of us have to reform our educational system. That is the
other part. In other words, while in the past we may have insisted on making labour markets
more flexible, today we should insist on upgrading our educational system so as to create
long-lasting jobs of good quality, which, by the way, would also be accompanied by higher
wage growth because that would go up together with productivity. It would be a win-win
situation from all points of view.
1-026-0000

Chair. – I do not need to remind this Committee that Parliament has adopted a report which
proposes a way to proceed jointly to stronger convergence and provides such a tool for
absorbing shocks. It is an ambitious – but at the same time realistic – proposal.
1-027-0000

Gerolf Annemans (ENF). – I should like after all to try once again, although you generally
have a standard answer to it, to ask when quantitative easing, QE, is to be halted – the buying
programme that is so damaging to pension funds and savers in much of the eurozone.
We know that the ECB is not allowed to act politically: you say that you are doing all this
purely for the sake of price stability. Other people say that you are indeed acting politically,
that you are providing free financing for government debt in Southern Europe and that
Germany’s currency is cheap as a result. And that that is a covenant that you are sealing.
At all events, it is a fact that the stretch of EUR 2 500 billion on your balance sheet is very
serious. There really seems to be only one agreement that you are willing to honour, namely
that you will not go beyond 33% of the government debt of a member of the eurozone.
You react fairly heatedly – as you did once again recently in the Netherlands Parliament – if
questions are asked about the fact that you would be forced into a political role in the event of
any default. You call that a ‘zero probability event’. But I should like to rephrase the question:
if it is true that you intend to respect the 33% limit, can you tell me which country will be the
first to reach the figure of 33% of government debt bought by you. On that basis, perhaps, we
can then abandon the QE programme.
1-028-0000

Mario Draghi, President of the European Central Bank. – Let me say immediately that we
are aware that a protracted period of very low interest rates is indeed a challenge, mainly for
pension funds and insurance companies and more generally for individual savers. There are
certainly many things that pension funds, insurance and savers can do to address the situation,
and those actions are in fact being taken, but they do pose a challenge. However, the reason
for this is that, as I have said many times, the situation demanded low interest rates as a
prerequisite for restarting the recovery, which we are now well on the way to actually
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delivering. Regarding the reasons often cited in several quarters for our programme, I will
repeat that we are bound by law to our mandate, which is to pursue price stability as defined
and hence bring retail inflation below, but close to, 2%. That is what we have been doing, and
that is why we introduced the asset purchase programme. That is why we have been buying
bonds regularly at a rate now amounting to EUR 60 billion per month.
But as much as we are aware of the side effects that these programmes might have, we are
also aware of the fact that we are bound by the Treaty to refrain from monetary financing, and
that is why we had the issuer and issue limits in our programme.
Having said that, we are seeing that the programme is continuing to run smoothly. The
Governing Council has never planned to break the limits: the limits are there and they will
stay there. I am not in a position now to answer your question and say which countries are
going to buy fewer bonds now in order to remain within these limits.
1-029-0000

Beatrix von Storch (EFDD). – Mr Draghi, at the start of the year you answered a question
put by my colleagues Valli and Szanyi on dealing with the requirements under the Target2
system. On 18 January you answered as follows:
‘If a country were to leave the euro system, its national central bank’s claims on all liabilities
to the ECB would need to be settled in full.’
In this answer, you referred without being asked to the hypothetical scenario of an exit from
the eurozone. An exit from the eurozone is of course the worst case. And if we are talking
‘what would happen if’, then perhaps we should rather talk about more immediate scenarios
than a country leaving the euro. This is why I am rather surprised at the answer you gave in
the Dutch Parliament at the beginning of the month. You were asked what would happen if a
member of the eurozone has to restructure its debt – i.e. not an exit from the euro, but merely
debt restructuring. And your answer on that occasion was:
‘We do not want to speculate on the probability of things that have no chance of happening.’
And then you complained in a rather irritated manner: ‘Why are you asking me that?’
Now, this is exactly the question I am putting to you here, also with reference to the answer
you gave my colleague who is sitting on my left at the beginning of January, when you
replied to a hypothetical scenario, in fact the hypothetical worst-case scenario. What would
happen if a member of the eurozone becomes insolvent and is forced to restructure their debt,
particularly in view of the many billions of state bonds that figure in the ECB’s books?
My second question: how can you ensure that the ECB does not do the same as it did in 2010,
when Greece was on the verge of bankruptcy and the ECB bought up massive amounts of
Greek bonds to prevent Greece from going bankrupt?
1-034-0000

Mario Draghi, President of the European Central Bank. – Let me just give you two or three
quick answers. First of all, I reiterate that the euro is irrevocable, and this is the Treaty. So do
not try to link debt restructuring with euro issues and settling the Target2 liabilities. Second,
you actually asked me what happens when a sovereign state restructures its debt. I answer:
look at Greece. Third, you are saying that we are bearing risks for the whole of the euro area
because of the bonds that the ECB has bought in various countries. The answer is there is no
risk-sharing other than a limited amount. So in the greatest part, the risk of a debt
restructuring falls upon the national central bank.
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1-035-0000

Markus Ferber (PPE). – I should also like to return to the subject of target balances, but in a
much gentler way. In March the target balances again reached a new record high. Four
countries combined, including Germany, have a target balance surplus of EUR 1.2 trillion – I
think in English it is trillion – and a series of other Member States, particularly in southern
Europe, have built up considerable deficits.
What conclusions do you draw from this development? Do you consider this development
sustainable? Last time you answered that it had something to do with quantitative easing. But
in that case France ought also to have a positive balance, whereas in fact France has a very
even target balance. For that reason I still fail to understand this situation.
Also, what measures do you consider necessary to return to a balanced system like the one we
had before the crisis?
1-036-0000

Mario Draghi, President of the European Central Bank. – Let me first say that the current
increase in the Target2 balances is very different from what we observed in 2012-2013 at the
time of, arguably, the most serious crisis. The increase in Target2 balances is closely linked to
the decentralised management implementation of our monetary policy and much of it is
produced by our asset purchase programme. Why? We observe that about 80% of the
counterparts to central banks that sell the bonds are outside the borders of the country where
the central bank is located, and 50% of the counterparts are non-euro area members. So the
central bank of a certain country buys the bonds from these counterparts, but these
counterparts then use the cash to deposit this, not necessarily or generally not, with the central
bank that sold the bonds, but use these proceeds to deposit them with the central bank of large
financial centres, first and foremost, the Bundesbank. In this way the final reporting will be a
liability, a Target2 liability, by the central bank that has sold the bonds and a Target2 asset by
the German Bundesbank or banks, equally settled in large financial centres. The first
consideration is that it has to do with the decentralised way in which our monetary policy is
implemented.
The second point, however, is that our monetary policy operates through the system in
producing what we call a ‘portfolio rebalance’, namely the sellers of these bonds would use
these proceeds to buy other assets – equities or other types of bonds – both located in the euro
area or outside the euro area, depending. So we have to follow these movements in order to
understand that the increase in Target2 liabilities is associated with a loss of interest by the
sellers of these bonds into assets of a specific country.
Finally, let me tell you why this is different from before. The increasing Target2 liabilities we
saw in 2012 and 2013 were basically due to the fact that the banks in the euro area all of a
sudden, especially in the periphery of course, saw that their market-based funding was drying
up and therefore they had to be refinanced by the national central bank in their jurisdiction.
This created Target2 liabilities which were quite dramatic, but they were really dramatic
because they basically showed the fact that these banks were really looking for assets from the
central banks, so in a sense it is a demand-driven process. Today the situation is different. It is
a supply-driven process because we, the national central banks, are selling assets to the
various counterparties, both commercial banks, pension funds, savers, insurers, and so on, and
so it is this portfolio rebalance which, given the decentralised nature of our monetary policy
implementation, generates such high Target2 liabilities.
Do we observe signs of stress in the markets? Not right now. If we look at funding conditions,
they are very favourable both for commercial banks and for non-financial companies and for
the real economy. Were we observing stress conditions in 2012 and 2013? Certainly. You
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remember the very high interest rates, the very great difficulty in finding financing, so the
situation is inherently different now as compared to then.
1-037-0000

Jakob von Weizsäcker (S&D). – President Draghi, it is a pleasure to have you here. I have
two questions for you. The first concerns the prospect, not in the immediate future but
nevertheless, of an interest rate reversal. You have given us a very impressive picture of the
broadening of the recovery and, yes, obviously price dynamics are still subdued, but
nevertheless now might be a good point to reflect on what an interest rate reversal might
mean, and in particular what it might mean as a challenge for high-debt low-growth
economies. My question is this: which aspects of the current discussion we are having on the
serious deepening of monetary union would be particularly helpful to immunise our monetary
union against systemic disruptions stemming from such challenges and, more specifically,
how should the sovereign bank nexus be dealt with in this context? I believe a solid answer to
that question would also make it much easier to achieve political consensus for fiscal
backstop for banking union and agreement on European deposit insurance. That is my first
question.
The second question has to do with the file I am working on, the CCPs. Obviously Brexit
poses a serious challenge to the regulation of the financial sector. Some of that can be dealt
with by strengthening the third country equivalence regime, basically accepting the regulation
going on in a different jurisdiction, for example as will be the case for the UK. Another
approach would be extra-territorial. The US is doing that a little bit already, applying their
own rules abroad, in supervision for example. And thirdly, there would be repatriation. I am
curious, and that is my question, how you feel which area of financial sector regulation to
control risks should fall in which category, and, more specifically, what is your view as
regards CCPs, the area we are currently working on?
1-038-0000

Mario Draghi, President of the European Central Bank. – We are actually already seeing an
increase in the interest rates across the yield curve and our assessment is that part of this is
caused by increasing real rates, and part of this is linked to the general improvement in
economic conditions in the euro area; and part of this has to do with the reduction in the
insurance premium for deflation. In other words, markets feel that deflation has become less
of a danger and therefore they need less of an insurance, so both of them are good news, in the
presence of inflation expectations, which have only marginally picked up over the last 10 to
12 months, in a sense.
Has this created a phenomenon of big instability? No, not that we can actually assess right
now. Can we rule out an increase in interest rates would ever cause this? No, of course not,
we cannot rule that out. It is pretty clear in trying to address in a sense the essence of your
question that as the inflation rate durably converges towards our objective, as this
convergence becomes more and more self-sustained, countries with high debt and low growth
will have to face a higher interest rate bill, and from this viewpoint they will have to have in
place the right policies to do that, both fiscal but also, especially, growth-enhancing policies,
because that is possibly the most important part of their economic policy.
Should we think about an institutional set-up that would rule out, exclude, any possible
instability, because some countries are lagging behind in their convergence process? If we
look at the historical experience we had in the early stages of the Maastricht Treaty it is both
things. Countries have to act and put their acts together and put in place sound economic
fiscal policies. At the same time, you are absolutely right: the nexus between sovereign and
banks has to be severed, through the introduction of the deposit insurance scheme. At the
same time, our institutional progress in creating stronger institutions that would better resist
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potential instability stemming from states that are lagging behind should also go forward. It is
an overall all-encompassing process that we have to envisage for the future.
On your second question, let me refer to the communication by the Commission on CCPs
published on 4 May. This foresees a number of different options for strengthening the
supervisory regime applicable to CCPs, including the enhanced supervision at EU level and/or
location requirements. It will be ultimately be for you, the EU legislator, to decide which type
of regime to apply to systemically important third country CCPs. For the ECB as the central
bank of issue of the euro, it will be crucial that it can at least preserve the current level of
involvement over systemically important euro-denominated clearing activities, regardless of
the framework adopted by the EU legislator and of the terms of the future EU-UK
relationship. In other words, it is very early for us to show the exact design, the final
construct, but certainly what we want is, at the very least, to preserve the current degree of
involvement.
We have to have proper tools under EU law so as to ensure we can preserve the stability of
the currency in the face of potential risks created by offshore euro-clearing. In this regard, we
certainly welcome the Commission’s communication. That communication fully
acknowledges the role that the bank of issue has to play in this new environment.
1-039-0000

Gabriel Mato (PPE). – Many thanks, Mr Draghi, for being with us again today.
I am going to speak about the future, and about two topics in particular: the future of Europe
at a time of political uncertainty. Over the past few days, Chancellor Merkel, for example, has
said that ‘the times when we could count on others are over’. I say that we have to look
inwards.
The French President said that the euro is not complete, and that it cannot last without major
reform. He also made a series of proposals, that some countries, including Spain, can accept:
deeper fiscal integration, with a eurozone budget, a finance minister and parliamentary
scrutiny, and completion of the banking union.
So I would like you to assess those proposals for me, if you can, and say whether a plan like
that might work. And with an eye to the future once again, what of the future of the European
supervisory authorities? The Commission has been conducting a public consultation on the
future of those agencies. I would primarily like to know whether they are performing in line
with expectations, bearing in mind that their purpose is to protect the public interest. In that
regard I would also like to know what you think the future of the EBA should be.
And I would also ask the question that I always ask, and that is always on everybody’s lips:
the possibility of a rise in interest rates. You were very clear on a point with which we all
agree: growth is really improving, unemployment is at its lowest since 2009, there is more
confidence in the markets, and there is no doubt about that. You also pointed out very clearly
that structural reform is needed, and that we need to foster innovation.
Some, such as the Federal Reserve and the Central Bank of China, have decided to alter their
low-interest-rates policy. What scenarios is the ECB considering? And perhaps the milliondollar question – which I am sure will not be answered but I will ask it anyway – can we
expect an interest rate rise over the next few months?
Lastly, and very briefly, our trade relationship with the USA. President Trump was here this
week, and since then worrying things have been said, particularly as regards the trade policy
we could have. Do you have an opinion on that?
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1-040-0000

Mario Draghi, President of the European Central Bank. – I shall respond to your first
question first. We certainly welcome the consultation process that the Commission has started
on the role of the ESAs. Let us not forget that the establishment of ESAs in 2011 was a major
step forward towards the creation of a banking union, and then it is going to be the pillar upon
which the capital market union would also be created. It is really the major step towards
sharing one supervision system, one regulation system, in the euro area in Europe. We have
been collaborating throughout with the Commission and with the ESAs on that.
The ESAs have been operational for six years, so it is high time to have a review. We are
currently assessing all these issues raised by the consultation paper, and at this stage it is very
difficult to foresee what will be the future of the ESAs and how they will be put together,
whether their competence will remain. The only thing we could and should do at this point is
to have very strict close collaboration and cooperation with the Commission in ensuring that
our supervisory system gets stronger after the review, and also as uniform as we can make it,
because let us not forget we still have many national discretions options in various countries
that would make the present system not fully harmonised.
The second question, as you foresaw correctly, is very hard for me to answer at this point in
time. I can only restate the monetary policy stance that basically the current stance will stay in
place until we see a convergence of the rate of inflation that is for the whole of the euro area
an inflation rate of a level which is close to, but below, 2%, so not for one country or another,
and which is durable, which is not transient, is not touch and go and is not like now where we
see headline inflation went up to 1.9%, as I was saying before, but it was mostly due to energy
price increases if we look at that, and now they are going down, so headline inflation will start
going down as well. We will have to be convinced that it is durable and we will have to be
convinced that it is going to stay there even when we withdraw the monetary policy support
that we have in place today.
As regards the third point, we are all are concerned. In a sense, the whole construct of the
European Union, of the single market, is based on sharing the benefits of free trade. Of
course, what has happened over the last 15 to 20 years is that free trade together with free
trade globalisation has produced immense benefits but it has also produced people who do not
actually share the benefits. So we have to do much better in sharing the benefits with
everybody who participates in the process. In this sense certainly the neo-protectionist stances
that have been stated in the United States are certainly of concern.
1-041-0000

Pedro Silva Pereira (S&D). – President Draghi, you are very welcome here. Let me ask you
two questions. The first regards monetary policy. As you clearly said to us today, the
domestic cost pressures, notably from wages, are still insufficient to support a durable
convergence of inflation towards the medium-term objective, and also the positive signs
should not distract us from the need for firmer and structural economic growth. So your
conclusion, and I quote, is that: ‘we still need an extraordinary amount of monetary policy’.
Can I conclude from this that the so-called ‘tapering’ of monetary policy remains out of ECB
intentions for the foreseeable future?
The second question concerns the situation of Portugal. As you know, the Commission has
very recently proposed that Portugal should be out of the excessive deficit procedure, taking
into account the reduction of deficit and all the positive developments on the economic front –
economic growth, decline of ... unemployment. In this context, I would like to ask you how
do you see this development? The Portuguese Government has asked to pay in advance a
substantial part to the IMF loan that Portugal received. I would like to ask if you agree that
such a substantial payment could also have the indirect effect of addressing the difficulties
regarding the limits to the purchase programme of the ECB, taking into account that those
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limits are now creating a situation of decline in the amount of purchase by the ECB. Do you
think this would create new room for manoeuvre allowing for more bonds to be eligible for
the purchase programme of the ECB?
1-042-0000

Mario Draghi, President of the European Central Bank. – In reply to your first question, the
answer is very much like the one I gave before about interest rate hikes in the near future. The
developments we are seeing on the rate of inflation tell us that the present extraordinary
amount of monetary policy accommodation should stay in place until we see developments in
the rate of inflation, the real inflation convergence process, that tell us that this is durable and
goes to meet our objectives and that it is going to be self-sustaining. In any event, next week
we have the next Monetary Policy Council and we will have the new staff projections, and
new information will become available to the members of the Governing Council.
Coming to your second question, significant progress has indeed been achieved in Portugal on
all accounts, and this is the first point we should have in mind. The second point, however, is
that significant vulnerabilities are still present, especially in the banking sector, where we still
have a high level of NPLs as in other countries, especially on the periphery, and these
vulnerabilities need to be addressed. They need to be addressed for their own sake first, for
the stability of the banking system, but also for exploiting fully the capacity of the Portuguese
banks to support and finance the economy, the real economy. NPLs are a drag on the capacity
to give credit to firms and households that need it.
In reply to your third point, the answer is I do not think so. I do not think that the payment in
advance of the IMF loan is relevant as far as the QE limits are concerned.
1-043-0000

Werner Langen (PPE). – Thank you, Mr President, for coming here regularly to answer our
questions. I have three different questions: the first concerns the amount of cash in circulation
and the enormous VAT gap. Expert studies have drawn a link between the two. Where the
VAT gap is particularly wide, the amount of cash in circulation is also large. This is also
connected with the abolition of the EUR 500 note and – at the other end of the scale – one and
two cent coins. I should like to hear your opinion on this.
The second question is linked to the issue raised by Jakob von Weizsäcker: euro clearing.
This is likely to be the main issue in connection with Brexit. Is it conceivable that a form of
cooperation with London could be found on the basis of current cooperation in the EBA, for
example? Or do you believe that it would make sense to integrate the EBA into the European
Central Bank in its function as a bank supervision body?
My last question concerns US legislation: it took many years for the Dodd-Frank Act to be
implemented, after being discussed under Obama – and to start with under Bush – following
the financial crisis. We no longer know what will come out of the US and what the new
President intends to propose. At all events he wants to repeal parts of the Dodd-Frank Act,
particularly with regard to banks. Do you see increased risks in this case, or are internal
negotiations already at a more advanced stage than the public is aware of?
1-044-0000

Mario Draghi, President of the European Central Bank. – On the first point, namely whether
an extensive use of cash is associated with tax evasion, especially value added tax, it is likely
that this is so, although at this point in time I do not have a precise view. I can certainly
respond in writing to your point, but it is very likely that this is so.
That international cooperation is fundamental for fighting tax evasion, whether through the
use of cash or other means. This is now undisputed by all our governments so – this is my
personal conviction, which may well be wrong – I think that, no matter what happens as far as
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the negotiations between the UK and the European Union are concerned, the collaboration on
fighting tax evasion will stay in place. This is something that all countries have reiterated.
Even in the recent G7 Finance Ministers’ meeting, there was an explicit statement and
perhaps there is a sentence to this effect in the final press communique to which we can refer.
The second question was about the EBA and the ECB. The answer is not necessarily. First of
all, they have different functions. The EBA is a regulation agency and the ECB SSM is a
supervision agency. Even though it is not up to us, of course, because it is in your hands – the
hands of the legislators – we take the view that, by and large, the two should coexist. They are
also addressing different countries. The geo-perimeter is different between the two.
Regarding your final question, it is too early to say whether the revisitation of the financial
legislation by the US Government will address that part that has to do with the capital and
liquidity standards of the banks or that part that has, more typically, to do with market
legislation, namely market making, the Volcker Rules and other issues that are closer to
market legislation or to both. We are in constant touch, but at this point there is no clear view
on that. The point you raise is very important because, depending on what is decided, there
will be the prospect – which we are still confident and hopeful will happen – of having a
world agreement on capital and liquidity standards so as to have a level playing field across
banks throughout the world.
1-045-0000

Luigi Morgano (S&D). – Mr President, Mr Draghi, it is well known that your bank’s
mandate is to keep inflation down in the medium term and not to support growth or
employment, but it is also well known that, without solid growth and without a rise in
employment, the dynamics underlying the trend in inflation would remain weak, as indeed
you too have pointed out on various occasions in recent months.
You have also recalled, both in Frankfurt and here, during your regular exchanges of views
with this committee, that monetary policy cannot be the sole means of support for growth in
the eurozone and that appropriate fiscal policy measures and necessary structural reforms can
also help.
I should therefore like to put two questions to you. Do you believe that monetary policy
would be more effective if, in addition to a national public spending structure more conducive
to growth, there were a coordinated expansionary fiscal policy at European level? I am
thinking for example of the statement made by Commissioner Moscovici in December 2016.
The second question is whether you believe that European fiscal policy could ensure an
appropriate policy mix if a budgetary capacity were created for the eurozone, possibly
financed from own resources, and what characteristics ought such a budgetary capacity
possibly to have in order to perform the function of stabilising the economic cycle?
1-046-0000

Mario Draghi, President of the European Central Bank. – Yes, I have said many times that
monetary policy could be way more effective in the presence of policies that are apt for the
business cycle, like proper fiscal policy or, even more importantly, structural policies that
increase the level of potential output growth. Right now the assessment of the ECB, as far as
the present fiscal policy is concerned, is that the fiscal policy stance in the whole euro area is
neutral and appropriate. That is the ECB’s current assessment. We believe that the present
neutral fiscal stance is the appropriate one from the perspective of a so-called optimal policy
mix.
The answer to the second question you asked me before is also ‘yes’. I referred earlier to the
vulnerability or the fragility of the monetary union because of its incompleteness. There are
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many reasons for this incompleteness, but one of them is the fact that we do not have a fiscal
capacity in place. That fiscal capacity is a concept that is inherent to all monetary unions and
basically all monetary jurisdictions. How to get there, however, is the issue. What steps are
necessary to get there? I have said many times – I do not know whether I have said it here –
that we really need two pillars upon which fiscal capacity is built. One is trust and the other is
convergence. Trust refers to the fact that, in order to share fiscal powers, governments and
countries have to trust each other. They have to believe that there cannot be permanent
debtors and permanent creditors, that what is being created is not going to be a permanent
transfer, but rather a fiscal capacity that addresses shocks, instabilities, adverse business
cycles, and that it therefore then reverses things back to where they were before the crisis.
But the second – even more important – point is that countries belonging to a monetary union
cannot be too heterogeneous. They have to converge and convergence basically means
structural reforms. Structural reforms are different across countries. Each country in the
monetary union has a certain agenda of structural reforms so it is very difficult now to make a
list that is good for all. But they certainly have to converge. Where do they have to converge?
To higher growth together. As I mentioned before, we are starting to see some of that. We are
seeing that the growth in value added is much less dispersed than it was before the crisis.
1-047-0000

Fulvio Martusciello (PPE). – Mr President, thank you for being here with us. Cash payments
are the instrument most used in criminal activity, tax evasion, money laundering and terrorist
activity. It is significant that, last November, Prime Minister Modi in India launched a
demonetisation measure precisely with the aim of rooting out tax evasion, destroying assets
accumulated with the aid of the black market. That measure had a positive impact in India, as
the economy subsequently revived strongly.
In Italy, regrettably, the use of cash is still excessive, partly because of high credit card
charges, to give one example. The charge for cash withdrawals is 3.6%, whereas generally a
credit card charge will be around EUR 35, and on some cards as much as EUR 80.
The managing director of ABI has proposed using credit card statements in evidence for tax
purposes. What tools could be used to try to encourage the use of plastic payment methods in
Italy too, bearing in mind that the introduction and development of such a policy would make
it possible in some way to safely reduce the use of cash and thus eliminate yields from illegal
activities?
One last question. Italy faces institutional prospects that economic operators regard as
dangerous. There are good reasons why at the moment all the online dailies are reporting that
there may be early elections as share values fall. In September, Italy will have to put forward
a budget, and quantitative easing will end, so all in all we have an economic agenda in which
early elections are perhaps not the best way of reviving our economy; what do you think
about this?
1-048-0000

Mario Draghi, President of the European Central Bank. – On the second question, I really do
not have much to say: democracies exist everywhere, there are elections everywhere, so it is
difficult to make a judgement. Certainly I am not the most qualified person to judge the date
of elections.
The other question is about the use of cash and its link with criminal activities. Here we have
to take stock of the fact that the ECB has actually been quite active in gradually scaling down
production of the EUR 500 banknote with a view to its cancellation a few years from now.
But it has to be acknowledged that different populations in the monetary union have different
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preferences as far as the use of cash is concerned. At the same time, it is also true that cash
has frequently been used for illegal purposes, of which there can be many.
So, while we acknowledge the importance of the use of cash, a view which has been
expressed by several countries and several populations in the euro area, we have to make
active control and monitoring efforts so that the use of cash does not support criminal
activities as well. You mentioned the possibility of using credit card statements for tax
reasons. That is one point, but national authorities have a lot of leeway in fighting tax evasion
and finding ways to assess it, whether cash is used or not. The institutions and the authorities
are, of course, active at EU level as well.
1-050-0000

Neena Gill (S&D). – Two points: the latest figures show that unemployment in the eurozone
is at its lowest level in eight years, and it is clear that much of this success is a result of the
ECB’s quantitative easing (QE) programme. At the same time, you said today that there is a
need for higher productivity growth, which requires innovation. Innovation is key, not just in
the financial sector, but in other fields as well. We have just concluded on the G7 and climate
change was a key issue there, with President Trump’s refusal to endorse it. But when we look
back on COP21, the climate change agreement approved by the G20 leaders called for clear
strategic policy signals to increase the global focus on green finance. I recognise that, as you
said, it is important for the ECB to have neutrality in these issues, but there is a very clear
commitment from Europe to improving the quality of our environment. With regard to the
EUR 60 billion which the ECB invests in quantitative easing every month, is it not time,
perhaps, to pursue a bolder, more transparent and green kind of QE? If we do not do that, how
else can the ECB encourage innovation in green finance?
My second point relates to central counterparty clearing houses (CCPs) and I just wanted to
pick up your reply to my colleague Jakob von Weizsäcker, in which you stressed that you
want to preserve the current regime and tools to tackle potential systemic risks caused by
CCPs in third countries. What do you expect in this regard from your cooperation with the
Bank of England? How do you assess the arguments from those opposed to a euro location
policy who warn that this would lead to a substantial increase in the raising of bank capital?
1-051-0000

Mario Draghi, President of the European Central Bank. – Regarding your first question,
when we designed our corporate asset purchase programme – the point about green financing
is relevant for the corporate bond programme – we designed this programme bearing in mind
monetary policy considerations, first and foremost, risk management considerations and a
level playing field.
So also in answer to the question I was asked before, as to whether the corporate bond
programme favours certain corporations or not, the answer is clearly ‘no’, because one of the
criteria was a level playing field across the different market actors. Having said that, the
eligibility criteria were broad enough that many green companies’ bonds are also being
bought by our programmes. So in answer to your question of whether we would like to see a
programme which is exclusively limited to green companies financing, that is not the situation
because we want to keep in mind risk management, monetary policy and a level playing field.
Does our programme accommodate companies that do respect green finance? The answer is
yes.
The second question is about the present situation. You actually touched on two issues: one is
the CCPs issue and the other one is the banks, and what the banks’ relocation could imply. Of
course, the recent UK decision to leave the EU raised concerns regarding the euro system’s
ability to control the impact of offshore clearing authorities’ activities, while maintaining the
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stability of the euro. In this context, we welcome the Commission’s work to ensure the
financial stability and soundness of CCPs. They are of systemic relevance.
We know that the Commission Communication published on 4 May foresees a number of
different options, including enhanced supervision at EU level and/or location requirements,
but it is just too early to comment on the future CCP supervisory framework which will be
adopted by the EU legislator. I would like to mention the fact that the issue of increased
capital requirements that you raised as a danger are, in a sense, more relevant for the banks
then for the CCPs, but they could also be relevant for CCPs. That is quite clear, and we will
have to reflect closely. There is also a consultation now going on with the industry.
By the way, we are not party to the negotiation. Of course, we stand ready to provide advice
but we are not party as such to the negotiations.
1-052-0000

Gunnar Hökmark (PPE). – I am always struck by how eager we are to discuss institutional
changes in this House and in your House, rather than difficult political decisions in order to
achieve structural reforms at European level, as well as at Member State level. I think it is
sometimes like looking for keys under the streetlights instead of looking for where you
dropped them. We are not very used to discussing the problems of growth regarding monetary
policy; rather we have been discussing the lack of growth. Of course, as you mentioned
earlier, if you have very different levels of growth in the Member States, you have very
different preconditions for monetary policy, even more if the levels of potential growth and
the possible output gap are very different. Then the common monetary policy is entering huge
problems. The paradox is that the countries which need most growth are at risk of running
into problems regarding pressure on inflation and interest rates before those which have a
higher level of potential growth. My very simple question, which could be very difficult for
you to answer, would be how could we deal with that? If I take a step further, my question
would be should we not in some way put targets on the Member States on the level of
potential growth, in order to measure the amount of structural reforms needed? The fact is,
where you have low growth you have a lack of structural reforms and that is creating a
problem for all of us.
1-053-0000

Mario Draghi, President of the European Central Bank. – I agree with what you said.
Heterogeneity in the sense of having different, if not dramatically different, potential growth
paths is a weakness, and it is a fragility of our monetary union. There is only one answer to
that, however, and that is to undertake the needed structural reforms. What could a common
framework do to help this process? In a sense, we do have the beginning of a common
framework with the country specific recommendations (CSRs) and the European Semester.
The answer is that we have to strengthen considerably this common framework. We need to
have in place something which you suggested, as a matter of fact: the benchmarking system,
where countries share their experiences with structural reforms and, very much like they do
with budgetary policies, these reforms and their progress are discussed in a common way by
the Member States. That is the answer at the present point in time.
1-054-0000

Gunnar Hökmark (PPE). – I would like to come back to that. I fully agree with you but,
somehow, I think that as soon as we talk about structural reforms we talk nicely with each
other and we are polite, saying every country is different, etc. On the other hand, we know
very well what sort of structural reforms are needed, but they are politically sensitive. I would
say that regarding the Stability Pact we are quite strict – though not that strict, but we should
be strict, and formally, yes we are – but we are extremely vague regarding the most
fundamental factors for growth and stability.
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1-055-0000

Mario Draghi, President of the European Central Bank. – Certainly. The way to overcome
this, in a sense, is, on the one hand, to strengthen the Commission’s role. The Commission is
the guardian of the Treaties, the guardian of the Stability and Growth Pact, and the
Commission could also become, if not the guardian, certainly the main actor in making sure
that countries respect a process of benchmarking their progress on the structural reform side.
Then, we should simply give strength to what we already have in place, namely the country
specific recommendations, the European Semester. What we have to overcome is the sense
that structural reforms are a national business only. They are no longer only a national
business because heterogeneity, as I said earlier, is an inherent fragility of our monetary
union.
1-056-0000

Νotis Marias (ECR). – Mr President, I would like to revert to the issue of the Bank of Greece
which I mentioned earlier, because Greece is outside the quantitative easing programme - we
know that - and you, in your answer to my question a few moments ago set new hard terms in
order for Greece to join ‘QE’, but the Bank of Greece participates in ‘QE’ and has spent EUR
42.5 billion and we now know that it has bought bonds of international organisations.
If I understood you correctly, it has bought ESM and EFSF bonds. That is, it has bought
bonds from the lenders who lent us money and imposed the ‘Memorandum’. So the question I
asked you is specific: Can the Bank of Greece buy bonds from Greek businesses? ……
(The President cut off the speaker)
1-057-0000

Chair. – Sorry, but this is exactly the same question as before and the time is up. We are
running out of time.
1-058-0000

Notis Marias (ECR). – But he did not understand the question so he did not answer. Now he
has more feedback.
1-059-0000

Chair. – This is the third time that you have asked the same question.
1-060-0000

Notis Marias (ECR). – He has more feedback now to give an answer.
1-061-5000

Mario Draghi, President of the European Central Bank. – I believe I answered this question
before. On the first point, each QE has its own eligibility criteria. In any event you mentioned
bank bonds. Bank bonds are not part of the QE programme in any country, so that is out
anyway.
1-062-0000

Notis Marias (ECR). – And enterprise bonds? Company bonds are in the system.
1-063-0000

Mario Draghi, President of the European Central Bank. – Yes, sure.
1-064-0000

Notis Marias (ECR). – Why don’t they ...?
1-065-0000

Mario Draghi, President of the European Central Bank. – If and when we do QE for Greece
we will have our eligibility criteria there.
1-066-0000

Chair. – We have to conclude now. I am sorry but there is no time for catch the eye. We are
out of time for this part of the monetary dialogue with Mario Draghi as ECB President, and
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we now move to the public hearing with President Draghi in his capacity as Chair of the
ESRB.
(The meeting closed at 17.10)

